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Fifth Issue Fractional Currency Proofs
By The Columbian Bank Note Company

By Richard Jacobson

p ROOF AND ESSAY NOTES OF BOTH THE FOURTH AND FIFTH ISSUES OF UNITED
States Fractional Currency have long been considered uncollectible due to the extreme rarity of most vari-
eties. With the exception of a few varieties for which cut sheets are known, nearly every other variety of
Fourth and Fifth Issue proofs is unique or R8. Fortunately for contemporary collectors of Fractional

Currency, CAA's sale of the Tom O'Mara collection and Stack's ongoing offering of the John J. Ford holdings have
provided a new generation of collectors the opportunity to acquire many of these museum quality proof and essay
notes.

Stack's June 2005 sale of the J. J. Ford Collection, Part XI, contained an impressive array of Fractional
Currency including several extremely rare proof and essay notes. Since I've had a long-held interest in Fifth Issue
notes, I was especially excited to see three previously unplated Fifth Issue essays offered in that sale. Finally, with
the appearance of these notes, back essays printed by the Columbian Bank Note Co., collectors had the opportunity
to acquire rarities that, though listed in Milton Friedberg's "Encyclopedia", had never before been available pub-
licly. What follows is a survey of the information currently available on these proofs and essays along with a listing
by Milt # of the known varieties.

In the name of greater security and economy, much of the responsibility for the design and printing of
early federal currency was divided between the National Currency Bureau/Bureau of Engraving and Printing and a
handful of contemporary private banknote companies. Chief amongst these private firms were the American Bank
Note Co., Columbian Bank Note Co., and National Bank Note Co., all of which had a hand in the design and
printing of various issues of United States Fractional Currency.

For the Fifth Issue of Fractional Currency, the BEP was responsible for the face design and printing of all
three denominations with the work for the back designs divided between the Columbian Bank Note Co. of
Washington, D.C. and Jos. R. Carpenter of Philadelphia. The CBNCo was charged with the design and printing
of the backs of the 10c and 25c Fifth Issue notes, while Jos. R. Carpenter designed the 50c backs.

At this time, three distinct types of back proofs or essays are known for the Fifth Issue's 10c denomination
and two for the 25c denomination. Proof tete-beche pairs and blocks also exist of the adopted back designs of both
the 10c and 25c denomination. Listed below is a checklist of Fifth Issue proofs and essays printed by CBNCo
according to Milt #:

10c notes
-5E1OR.1, R8 with 2 known; 10c back essay of a smaller, rejected design in black. Printed on India paper.
-5E1OR.2, R7 with 6 to 12 known; 10c back proof of the adopted design in green. Printed on India paper.
-5E1OR.2a, R6 (cut sheet of 14, now 1 block of 4 and 5 tete-beche pairs); 10c back proof of the adopted design in

green. Identical to 5E1OR.2. Printed on India paper, mounted on card.
-5E1OR.3, RU with 1 known; 10c back essay of the adopted design in black. Printed on India paper, mounted on

card. "Sample Proof' penned in the field in Gothic font.
25c notes

-5E25R.1, R7 with 6 to 12 known; 25c back proof of the adopted design in green. Printed on India paper.
-5E25R.la, R6 (cut sheet of 14, now 1 block of 4 and 5 tete-beche pairs); 25c back proof of the adopted design in

green. Identical to 5E25R.1. Printed on India paper, mounted on card.
-5E25R.2, RU with 1 known; 25c back essay/progress proof of the adopted design in green but without the scroll-

work surrounding the cartouche. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. "Sample Proof' penned in the
field in Gothic font.
Research by Friedberg indicates that the Columbian Bank Note Co. was awarded a contract in January of

1874 to produce the backs of the Fifth Issue 10c and 25c notes while the faces and seals were printed at the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing. Apparently, an error was made in communicating the size of the 10c note to the
CBNCo, and they produced a back proof that was too small in comparison to the 10c face which had already been
prepared by the BEP. This smaller back design, Milt #5E1OR.1, was ultimately rejected by the BEP, and the
CBNCo was tasked with creating a new 10c back, Milt #5E1.0R.2, to pair with the BEP's larger face design.
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Testimony from J.G. Wellstood, President of the CBNCo, before the House of Representatives committee
on Banking and Currency indicated that only a single proof of the rejected design was printed. Despite Mr.
Wellstood's statement that "nothing but a proof from the die" was made, today Milt #5E1OR.1 is considered R8
with two examples known.

Milt #5E10R.1, Example #2, ex - Ford.
Example #1 of Milt #5E1OR.1, was believed to be unique by most collectors prior to the Ford XI sale, and

is pedigreed back to the Chapman Bros.' 1903 sale of the Friedman collection. This particular note was last publicly
offered as part of the M.R. Friedberg collection in 1997 and currently resides in the holdings of an unidentified col-
lector.

Example #2, last sold at auction as Lot #265 in Stack's Ford XI sale and currently resides in the collection
of the author.

Today, proof examples of the adopted 10c back design, Milt #5E10R.2, are the most readily available of the
10c back proofs and essays with an estimated six to twelve individual notes known. All known examples of Milt
#5E1OR.2 show signs of having been previously mounted as they are believed to have been removed from a CBNCo
display board around 1900. 

HA. 	 .
•-• 	• 

Milt #5E1 OR.2, ex - Ford.
An additional fourteen 10c back proofs of the adopted design are known in the form of "tete-beche," or

"head-to-tail," pairs and blocks, all of which are collectively listed as Milt #5E1OR.2a. All of these pairs and blocks
were originally part of an uncut "tete-beche" sheet of fourteen notes taken from a Columbian Bank Note Company
Sample Book in November of 1985 that was subsequently cut and divided amongst the major Fractional Currency
collectors of the time.

The last, and rarest, of the three types of 10c Fifth Issue back proofs is the Milt #5E1OR.3. Prior to the
appearance of a single specimen in the Ford XI sale, Milt #5E1OR.3 was known only by a rather brief description in

Milt #5E1OR.3, ex-Ford.
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the Sixth Edition Encyclopedia where it was described only as "10c black back adopted design on thick soft white
paper." No other sale history or pedigree information was known at the time of the entry.

At this time, the Milt #5E1OR.3 is considered unique with the only note known being the note from the
Ford XI sale. As can be seen from the illustration, the note is an off-color essay of the adopted design mounted to a
card which is in turn mounted to an archival backing. The words "Sample Proof" are also written in the field in
carefully executed gothic font.

In addition to the three major types of Fifth Issue 10c back proofs, two distinct back designs for the 25c
notes are also the known. The first, listed as Milt #5E25R.1, is a back proof of the adopted design in green, and is
the most common of the 25c back proofs with an estimated six to twelve individual examples known. Like the Milt
#5E1OR.2, all known examples of Milt #5E25R.1 show signs of previous mounting.

Milt #5E25R.1, ex-May.
As with the 10c proof backs, an additional fourteen 25c back proofs of the adopted design are also known in

the form of "tete-beche" blocks and pairs. These notes are collectively listed as Milt #5E25R. 1 a and were also once
part of the Columbian Bank Note Co. Sample Book divided in November 1985.

The last, and in the author's opinion most significant, of the five types of Fifth Issue back proofs and essays
is listed as Milt #5E25R.2. The note is a unique 25c back essay or progress proof of the adopted design in green,
but without the scrollwork surrounding the cartouche. Like the Milt #5E1OR.3, the Milt #5E25R.2 is listed, but
not pictured, in the latest edition of the Encyclopedia where it is described as "25c green back unfinished proof;
`SPECIMEN' in pencil." The essay is also mounted to a card which is in turn mounted to an archival backing and
bares the text "Sample Proof' in its field.

Prior to its appearance as Lot 268 in the Ford XI sale, there were no publicly available sales records for
Milt #5E25R.2. It should also be noted that though the note's Ford-Boyd pedigree is accurate, the rest of the lot
description is in error as the note was misattributed as being the more common Milt #5E25R.1 but bearing the
"Sample Proof' text. With that being said, the author is quite certain that the illustrated essay is the note Friedberg
described as Milt #5E25R.2.

Milt #5E25R.2, ex-Ford.



Harvard publishes SPMC member Mihm's fake opus
A Nation of Counterfeiters: Capitalists, Con Men, and the
Making of the United States (Harvard University PresS, 457
pages, illustrated, bibliographic essay, index, 2007).

AT THE FALL 2007 WHITMAN COIN EXPO IN
Atlanta, author Stephen Mihm, an Assistant Professor

of History at the University of Georgia, gave a program on
his recently published A Nation of Counterfeiters "Capitalists,
Con Men, and the Making of the United States".

It was a fascinating presentation. We have many coun-
terfeit obsolete bank notes in our collection and learning
about who made them and why they did so is generally very
difficult. Very little has been written about early counter-
feiting of bank notes.

This great reference answers from A to Z everything
you want to know about counterfeiters from the
Revolutionary War followed by the obsolete bank note era;
and right up until, and including, the old large sized notes
that circulated in our country from 1861 to 1928.

Mihm's well-illustrated, hard bound 457-page refer-
ence is jam packed with interesting stories, historical facts
and figures and numerous other things relating to counter-
feit hank notes and their production. The stories of many of
the counterfeiters will have you laughing and shaking your
head.

The 48 pages of notes to the pages and sources, along
with the index is very useful to the researcher, collector,
dealer as well as the economic historian.

In law enforcement an investigation is conducted with a
person in the following way: the five Ws which are: Who,
What, When, Where and Why, followed by the Day, Date
and Time. This great, must-read reference, covers every-
thing you want to know regarding counterfeiting bank
notes. It was a very enjoyable read from a gifted author.

We recommend it to not only numismatists but non-
collectors as well. If you are interested in purchasing a copy
which lists for $29.95 retail, the publisher is Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, MA.

STEPHEN MIHM

Information on the book can be found in an ad at:
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/ca talog/MIHNAT. h tml

-- John and Nancy Wilson

Editor's note: I second the Wilsons' appreciation for
this text and highly recommend its purchase. Complete
information may be found in this issue of PM.
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